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A small regulated company established in Puerto Rico developed a

cost improvement project on a Quality Area to stay competitive.

The main objective was to reduce the number of samples sampled

for X and Y areas. Also, according to the evaluation those samples

quantities already stored were reduced and the sample orientation

at storage was changed. The implementations were performed

with data integrity, high quality, within Regulatory and Quality

Management approvement. Plan Phase was used to investigate the

situation where the Visual Management 5’S was applied. During

the data analysis was implemented a solution plan on the Do

Phase. Meanwhile on Check Phase it was evaluated that

implementation accomplished the project milestones. Though on

Act Phase a cost saving of $85,784.82 was met and around 50% of

samples sampled were reduced. It was confirmed with a

Hypothesis Test for the Mean with alpha 5% and it was found that

the reduction was completed.
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The execution of lean techniques for cost improvement in a

Quality Area of a small regulated company established in Puerto

Rico was concluded. The project charter, SIPOC and process flow

chart tools helped to find out the overview of the project for

improvement. Although the Visual Management 5’S Methodology

was a guide to execute the cost improvement of this project with

the lean technique Deming Cycle (PDCA). The project milestones

were accomplished.

A small regulated company develops a cost improvement project

on a Quality Area to stay competitive. The project consists on

samples reduction for cost saving and to make more space

available for samples storage. This project was performed using

lean techniques as Deming Cycle as the principal tool. Meanwhile

the project could be accomplished using Visual Management 5’S

Methodology.

Introduction

Background

There is a small regulated company located at Puerto Rico that

manufacture products for United States and Canada which had

been under several audits and had suffer several changes on the

last years. Now the company is under evaluation among other

companies that manufactures similar products outside Puerto Rico

of the same parent Site. Therefore, several cost improvement

projects had been implemented on the last year, but there is still

challenging the situation on the small site. Then a cost

improvement project was suggested to reduce costs on a Quality

Area to help accomplish the company main goal, reduce cost by

$80000 within 12 weeks reducing the sampling by 50%.

Problem

The audit background is important for this project since the

processes should be performed meeting with regulations and data

integrity. The small regulated site established on Puerto Rico had

suffer several changes on the last years and audits are more

frequent than usual despite the observations had been minors. The

factor that impacts the site is the competitiveness with other sites

around United States that manufacture similar products. The

parent site always evaluates costs and in the process several

consolidations of products and sites had been take place. The

small sites need to stay competitive accomplishing quality and

overall performance. Therefore, improvement projects are

important to maintain these small sites competitive within quality

and profitability.
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Future Work

Although the cost improvement was accomplished further

evaluations should be performed to evaluate samples storage

availability. It should be part of the work culture to come back and

evaluate the Deming Cycle for future evaluations.
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